On Screen

Def Leppard: Rock of Ages: Hair metal has been missing from
your life! Get into the groove with this collection of 19 of
Def Leppard’s music videos. DVD-MUSIC 781.66 DEF
Ender’s Game: Ender Wiggins takes on intergalactic enemies
in this adaption of Orson Scott Card’s novel! DVD END
Her: The love story of a man, his friend, and an evolving
artificial intelligence called Samantha. DVD HER
The Matrix: In a world that is more simulation than reality, a
group of people fight for humanity’s future. DVD MAT
Mr. Robot: Enter the world of “Mr. Robot,” cyber-security
engineer by day, cyber vigilante by night. DVD-TV MR.
Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: Ramona’s 7 evil exes are coming to
kill Scott! DVD SCO
Shaun of the Dead: Videogamers take on the end of the world
in this tale of the zombie apocalypse! DVD SHA
Stranger Things: As friends, family, and local authorities hunt
for a missing boy in 1983, they are drawn into an extraordinary mystery. DVD-TV STR
Thor: Ragnarok: When Thor is imprisoned on the other side
of the galaxy, he and his allies race to stop the goddess of
Death from ending the world. DVD RAG
Westworld: Stumble into the dawn of artificial consciousness
and the origins of sin alongside your robot hosts in the allnew amusement park called Westworld! DVD-TV WES
See it for yourself











It’s in Ready Player One—now see it for yourself.
Back to the Future DVD BAC
Battlestar Galactica DVD-TV BAT
Doctor Who DVD-TV BRITISH DOC
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off DVD FER
Godzilla DVD GOD
The Iron Giant DVD-FAMILY IRO
King Kong DVD-CLASSICS KIN
Star Wars DVD STA
Tron BLU-RAY TRO

Hankering for some ’80s
music?

Check out a list of a few ‘80s bands on the back! You can
download many from Hoopla or find them as CDs here.

You might also enjoy...

Neuromancer by William Gibson: Case, a nerve-damaged data
thief, is recruited by a new employer for a last-chance run
against a powerful artificial intelligence. Find this as a
Playaway or a CD book—or download it from Hoopla!
Armada by Ernest Cline: Check out this follow-up to Ready
Player One! You’ll find it online—or request it from another
library.
Tetris: The Games People Play by Box Brown: The story of Tetris,
from its origins behind the Iron Curtain to its importance
today—all told as a graphic novel! You can request this from
another library.
Some ‘80s Sounds










David Bowie Hoopla or ROCK BOWIE
Def Leppard Hoopla or ROCK DEF
Aretha Franklin Hoopla or POP FRANKLIN or
R&B FRANKLIN
Oingo Boingo Hoopla
Redbone Hoopla
Rolling Stones Hoopla or
ROCK ROLLING STONES
Sting Hoopla or ROCK STING
Tom Petty Hoopla or ROCK PETTY

The Movie Buff’s Guide to

Ready
player
one
Games & Gaming
Utopias & Dystopias
Virtual Reality & Artificial Intelligence
And So Much More!
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Check out these novels of utopias, dystopias, & tech, along with some true tales of the environment & virtual reality—then find more on the back, & movies & more on the flap!
Novel adventures

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas
Adams: Tumble into the galaxy along with Arthur
Dent, who escapes Earth just before it’s destroyed
to make way for an intergalactic
highway! FIC ADAMS, D.
Feed by M.T. Anderson: In a world where people
have computer implants in their heads to control
their environments, a boy meets a girl who is
fighting the implant. YA FIC AND
Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card: If humanity is
to survive, child hero Ender Wiggin must wage—
and win—a desperate battle against a deadly alien
race. FIC CARD, O.
Ready Player One by Ernest Cline: Read the novel
that inspired Steven Spielberg’s movie! You can
download it from Media on Demand or find it at
FIC CLINE, E.
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? by Philip K.
Dick: In a world where war has killed millions,
androids hide among us, and bounty hunters are
authorized to track them down. But cornered
androids fight back…. FIC DICK, P.
A Scanner Darkly by Philip K. Dick: Bob, an
undercover narcotics agent posing as a junkie,
slowly becomes addicted to Substance D as he
falls deeper into the tangled worlds of junkies and
police. FIC DICK, P.
For the Win by Cory Doctorow: Stalked by danger,
a group of teen gamers who’ve come together to
take on the status quo devise the greatest Ponzi
scheme ever: they’re going to bring down all the
virtual economies in the world, all at once. And
it’ll be the best game ever. YA FIC DOC
In Real Life by Cory Doctorow & Jen Wang:
Anda, a passionate player of the role-playing
game Coarsegold Online, learns that right and
wrong are complicated when she befriends a
gold farmer. YA GN DOC

Illuminae by Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff: As Kady
and Ezra flee their planet in the face of an attack by
megacorporations, a plague and their ship’s artificial
intelligence system may be more dangerous to them
than the enemy following them. YA FIC KAU
The Galaxy Game by Karen Lord: Rafi, a student at a
school for super-human psychic abilities, travels the
universe with an intergalactic sports team,
encountering strange new worlds and alien cultures.
FIC LORD, K.
Warcross by Marie Lu: When Emika hacks her way
into the opening tournament of the Warcross
Championships, she glitches herself into the game—
and also into a sinister plot. YA FIC LU
Scott Pilgrim series by Bryan Lee O’Malley: Step into
the world of 20something nerd Scott Pilgrim in this
graphic novel series! YA GN OMA
Snotgirl series by Bryan Lee O’Malley: Visit
the dual life of Lottie Person, glamorous social media
star and allergy-riddled mess, in this series!
GN OMA
Want by Cindy Pon: In a Teipei where the wealthy
can buy longer lives, Jason Zhou, still mourning his
mother, is determined to change the
world—no matter what. YA FIC PON
Everfair by Nisi Shawl: What would have happened in
the Belgian Congo if the locals had steam
technology? FIC SHAWL, N.
Reamde by Neal Stephenson: When his start-up
becomes a Fortune 500 gaming company, Richard is
caught in the crossfires of a virtual war for
dominance within his own game.
FIC STEPHENSON, N.
Saga series by Brian K. Vaughan & Fiona Staples:
Step into a world of intergalactic war and love among
enemy combatants in this ongoing series!
GN VAU
Bluescreen by Dan Wells: In a world where everyone’s
connected 24 hours a day, there are a lot of
opportunities for manipulation...and conspiracy.
YA FIC WEL

Alif the Unseen by G. Willow Wilson: When
hacker Alif discovers the secret book of the
djinn, he’s suddenly running from more than the
violent Hand, head of state security...and for the
first time, Alif’s got allies. FIC WILSON, G.
I Hate Fairyland by Skottie Young: Join Gert (a
grown woman trapped in a 6-year-old’s body), her
battle-ax, and a fly named Larry as they try to
escape from Fairyland! GN YOU
Tales of Earth & Tech

Check out these true tales of artificial intelligence, virtual
realities, & our changing Earth!
Experience on Demand: What Virtual Reality Is, How It Works, and
What It Can Do by Jeremy Bailenson: Learn about the
dangers—and the promise—of virtual reality, and where it
might go in the future. 006.8 BAI
The Unnatural World: The Race to Remake Civilization in Earth’s
Newest Age by David Biello: Delve into the world we have
created and the ways in which we can still save the planet.
577.2 BIE
Power Play: How Video Games Can Save the World by Asi Burak:
Learn into the ways in which video games can be a positive
force for change! 794.8 BUR
The Water Will Come: Rising Seas, Sinking Cities, and the Remaking
of the Civilized World by Jeff Goodell: Step into the flooding
world of the future in this tale of climate change, water, and
the coming world. 577 GOO
Dawn of the New Everything: Encounters with Reality and Virtual
Reality by Jaron Lanier: Delve into virtual reality and its
possibilities. 004.9 LAN
Life 3.0: Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence by Max
Tegmark: The story of artificial intelligence, from its past to
our present—and the future. 006.301 TEG
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